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Abstract 
We propose parallel computing strategy which uses multicores to process the execution of images. Prediction 
method provide resolution scalability with better near lossless compression performance by combine the DPCM 
schemes with hierarchical oriented prediction(HOP) but it not efficient on smooth images. We introduce new 
dynamic predictors using least-square estimation on smoothen images but time complexity remain problem. We also 
propose parallel computing strategy for reducing the time complexity which uses multicores. Efficient HOP least-
square estimation is suited for NLS compression that provides better PSNR with less time complexity on noisy 
medical images. 
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I. Introduction 

Recent years have been developed medical image compression field because medical image acquisitions 
becoming a staple in healthcare practice and research with many imaging modalities, e.g., magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT), nowadays considered part of standard healthcare. The availability 
of such exquisite noninvasive in high-resolution data has thus practically revolutionized medicine with 3D medical 
images now being an integral part of patients’ records. The use of medical imaging [1] has greatly increased in 
recent years, especially with magnetic resonance images (MRI) and computed tomography which are both volumic 
and can be viewed as a succession of 2D images. Such large data sets require efficient storage schemes adapted for 
navigation through a network. An often required compression feature is lossless. This paper will focus on 2D 
algorithms that do not require high time consuming learning of optimal parameters for each image.  
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The best lossless compression results are then usually obtained with efficient DPCM schemes. They follow 
a row scan ordered (RSO) prediction and use adaptive methods exploiting causal information. LOCO-I [2] used by 
the JPEG-LS standard and CALIC [3] are often used as references. Such coders lack of progressive representations 
which is important for biomedical images distant access. Resolution or rate scalability coding is allowed by some 
hierarchical interpolation predictive (HIP) approaches like HINT [4] and derivative works (e.g.[5]), as well as by 
integer wavelets transforms (IWT) used for example by the lossless mode of the JPEG2000 standard [6]. HIPs use 
some sub-sampled grids to extract a low resolution image that is employed for an interpolated prediction of the 
missing samples with finite support filters.  

In order to provide resolution or rate scalability, the residual data can be compressed by usual subband 
coders like EBCOT [7] or SPIHT [8]. Lifting schemes commonly used for IWT act like interpolated prediction but 
also concentrate energy in low bands. Such integer wavelet bases result in slightly worse performances than 
interpolation schemes for resolution scalable and lossless medical image compression. But IWT provide anti-aliased 
multiresolution representations and have better PSNR when used with rate scalable coders. To improve the lack of 
efficiency of the predictors on smooth images, two new extensions, which exploit dynamically constructed 
predictors using a least square optimization, are also proposed. The IHINT hierarchical approach which performs 
better than HINT was retained for lossless and NLS comparisons with the proposed methods. Then, the used 
implementation of parallel computing are introduced in these paper for reducing the time complexity. It will also be 
detailed in this paper. 

In Section we give technologies used in this paper. Section III we give image compression of smoothen 
biomedical images using hierarchical prediction algorithm with least-square estimation. Section IV we give 
proposed system about how to reduce the time complexity of biomedical image compression using hierarchal 
prediction by parallel computing strategy. We conclude in Section IV. 

II. Existing system 

A.HOP Decomposition 

 HOP decomposition is processed in two steps these are shown in Fig 1.These two steps considering two 
variables namely L and H. Let L be the even indexed pixel values and let H be the odd indexed pixel values. In first 
step consists of predicting old indexed pixel values (H) with already known pixels .The second step mathematical 
transposition applied on L. In this prediction approach, the H step is not further decorrelated and does not need to 
decompose once again because predictions are done with aid of already known pixels.  

 

       Fig.1. HOP prediction level 

These two steps are explained using the CT_carotid image. Before process this decomposition we first 
preprocessing the images for better compression performance. Fig 2. Explain the decomposition of CT_carotid 
images using the HOP decomposition technique. Fig 2. (a) give the idea about predicting the odd indexed pixel 
values (L) and even indexed pixels. 
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   (a) 

 

                              (b) 

Fig  2. HOP two level decomposition of  CT_carotid image. (a) H step of CT_carotid image. (b) V step of 
CT_carotid image. 

Fig.2. (b) give the details about mathematical transposition on the odd indexed pixels (L). After the 
mathematical transposition we are getting four combinations that are LL, LH, HL, HH that are shown in Fig 2. 

B. Static predictor and dynamic predictors 

Static predictor is mostly designed for native images with structured objects containing sharp edges 
(contrasted data), which is the case for most of noisy medical images. HOP is a static predictors inspired by the 
efficient gradient-adjusted predictor of CALIC, orientation estimation is done using the pattern presented in Fig. 3. 
First, the absolute value of the local differences is computed for each orientation belonging to set Ω = {H, V, (�/4), 
(	3�/4)}. 

For given decomposed image we are finding the favorable orientation using diagonal gradient and 
horizontal and vertical gradient, that favorable orientation is selected for prediction. Prediction values are not equal 
for the horizontal (H), vertical (V), diagonals (�/4	���	3�/4	 and non-oriented. The prediction values are chosen 
between   the any one of the five sets. The prediction values of static  
predictors are given as follows in (1):          
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Fig.3. Prediction pattern 
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where Î   is predictor orientation. Local activity of the   predictor orientation is used in the dynamic predictors. 

Static predictors only efficient for native biomedical images, it is not suitable for smoothen biomedical 
images because smoothen biomedical images does not have the proper edges. Dynamic predictors mainly used for 
compression of smoothen biomedical images. They proposed two dynamic predictors HOP-LSE and HOP-LSE+ 
predictors for compression of smoothen biomedical images. In dynamic predictors HOP-LSE and HOP-LSE+ to 
build Î, both are exploiting the extended set of causal pixels. It gives the better adaptation to the some specific 
characteristics of the biomedical images. Dynamic predictors HOP-LSE and HOP-LSE+ both are giving the better 
compression performance for smoothen biomedical images but time complexity remains a major problem in this 
paper. 

Section III gives detail about how to reduce the time complexity of the dynamic predictors and improve the 
compression ratio of the dynamic prediction method. 

III. Proposed System 

A. Overview 

 We propose an efficient compression on 2D slices by achieving efficient compression ratios. We decimate 
the 2D slices using 2D-Stationary wavelet transform. These coefficients are subjected to optimized Truncation 
coder, which divides the decimated sub-bands into blocks called as code blocks. These code blocks are parallel 
encoded and the coefficients are converted to encoded bit streams. These bit streams are decoded and reconstructed 
using inverse stationary wavelet transform. As an enhancement we concentrate on minimizing the time computation 
by introducing parallel computing on arithmetic coding stage as it deals with multiple sub slices. 

B. EHOP-LSE Architecture   
 

a. 2D SWT 
 

Because of their inherent multi-resolution nature, wavelet-coding schemes are especially suitable for 
applications where scalability and tolerable degradation are important. Wavelet transform decomposes a signal into 
a set of basic functions. We prefer 2D SWT filters compared to 2D DWT filters, because of the time-space shifts 
that DWT creates after applying any operation on wavelet coefficients. 2D SWT decomposition again decomposes 
low resolution (LL) until minimum value. The high resolution is not decomposed. These are explained in Fig 5. 2D 
SWT decomposition of MR_sag_head is given in Fig 6.  
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Fig.4. Architecture diagram 

 
 

b. EBCOT Encoding 
 

A bit-plane encoder is used; it encodes the information belonging to a code-block by grouping it in bit-
planes, starting form the most significant one. After that, less significant bit-planes will be encoded. 
Here we make use of arithmetic encoder to code the outputs of bit-planes. It encodes the symbols and produces the 
histogram count of encoded pixels. 

 

 

Fig.5. 2D SWT decomposition 
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c. Parallel Computing 
 

Parallel Computing lets you solve computationally and data-intensive problems using multi-core 
processors. We use this parallel computing to implement lossless compression for all the 2D slices such that it shares 
the memory of the processors connected in a pool. This limits the time computation and increases the processing 
quality and speed.  

 
d. EBCOT decoding 

 
The coded sequence is decoded using arithmetic decoder. It decodes the symbol sequence and returns a row 

vector which is to be reshaped as a matrix. This reshaped matrix along with its appropriate bit planes has to undergo 
bit plane decoding. All the decimated blocks have to be decoded using bit plane decoding. The decoded image is 
reconstructed using inverse SWT. 

 

 
 

     Fig.6. 2D SWT decomposition of MR_sag_head 
 
 
 

IV. Result Analysis 

Table I: Lossless Rates Averages (lossless rate (bpp)) 
  

Databases HOP HOP-LSE EHOP-LSE 

C
T

 

CIPR 
MeDEISA 
VHP-Male 
VHP-Female 

2.08 
5.03 
4.83 
4.74 

1.97 
4.69 
4.83 
4.72 

1.95 
4.42 
4.75 
4.62 

 Average 4.81 4.73 4.41 

M
R

I 

CIPR 
MeDEISA 
VHP-Male 
VHP-Female 

2.72 
3.12 
4.45 
4.69 

2.64 
3.07 
4.37 
4.68 

2.41 
2.95 
4.25 
4.68 

 Average 4.11 3.75 3.63 

 

The table I describes the lossless results gives the averaged result by the data set for the whole database. EHOP-LSE 
give the better bpp result with less time compared to HOP and HOP-LSE. 
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V. Conclusion 

HOP-LSE+ compression method produces high resolution images but the time complexity remains a 
problem. To solve this issue we process parallel computing strategy in EHOP which uses multicores to process. 
EHOP produce the better compression result in less time.  
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